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Citations and References Your university will almost certainly have a preferred style for citations and
references that you will need to use. Leadership and management in the non-profit organization- perspectives
from the US. An analysis of the practical role of leadership and management in complex and challenging
situations- review of the literature. Care quality at residential aged care institutions- a leadership and
management perspective. An empirical analysis of how institutional management shapes students as future
leaders- perspectives from the UK. Categorization of the material obtained would lead to greater clarity while
providing a comprehensive structure to the dissertation. However, be aware that some professionals may find
constant requests for information intrudes on their time. Social media tools permeate the college student
experience Junco, , including for those students who hold leadership positions on campus. The purpose of this
study was to document the experiences and online behaviors of 40 junior and senior student leaders on digital
communication tools. Globalization and impact of culture on leadership and management in the financial
sector of the US. A simple way to get started with finding appropriate materials is simply to ask people who
are likely to know. Still need the cliff notes? However, it is much harder to check that your references are
correct using this system. In order to have a balanced literature review, it is imperative that one must research
the relevant material taken from various sources. Alternatively, use a system of end-notes which will
automatically update the numbering if you move a citation as you will otherwise end up hopelessly confused.
An investigative approach to power balances in leadership and management structures of multinational
companies. Continue to:. Often, they will be able to give you some very helpful ideas about where to begin
your reading. In both cases, the post serves its purpose. You should spend most time on the latter. You will
also use the literature review to justify the value of doing research on your topic by showing what is already
known, what is not yet known, and how it is relevant. It is the role of educational leadership in creating an
environment that is effective.


